
Summer Camp 22-08 / 26-08 
 
At last Be Boulder is ready to organize its first kids camp! 
 
We have had so many parents and kids asking us to organize a camp filled with bouldering 
and other sportive activities, that we could no longer disappoint them! 
 
The last week of this summer holiday we dedicate completely to the kids!! What can be 
better than ending the summer with a blast?! 
 
Let’s start off by showing you all what the schedule will look like: 
 

 
 

Schedule Be Boulder summer camp 2022

Time Monday 22/08/2022 Tuesday 23/08/2022 Wednesday 24/08/2022 Thursday 25/08/2022 Friday 26/08/2022

08:00 Waking up / brushing teeth 
/ combing hair / discussing 
the dreams we had about 
olympic aspirations

08:45 Breakfast of champions

09:00 Dropping kids at Be Boulder Dropping kids at Be Boulder Dropping kids at Be Boulder Dropping kids at Be Boulder

09:30 Boulder training Boulder training Boulder training Boulder training Dropping kids at Be Boulder 
for the ones who didn't join 
the sleepover

10:00 Activity at Be Boulder

11:45 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

13:00 Activity at another location Activity at another location Activity at another location Activity aty another location Boulder competition where 
we would love all the 
parents to be there for 
support and the necessary 
pictures!

15:30 Boulder training Boulder training Boulder training Boulder training

17:00 Picking up kids at Be Boulder Picking up kids at Be Boulder Picking up kids at Be Boulder

17:30 Dinner Award ceremony

18:30 Night activity at Be Boulder

22:00 Bed time / sweetdreams 
included



It’s all fun and games: 
 

- Swimming pool à outdoor and indoor at Sloterparkbad 
 

 
 

- Fun Forest à climbing in trees passing all sorts of obstacles 
 

 
 

- Slackline à spider webs of slacklines between trees 
 

 
 

- Circus school à learning some of the famous circus acts 
 

 
 

 



- Tennis à a circuit filled with games at Joy-Jaagpad 
 

 
 
All these activities will be held in rather close proximity to Be Boulder. We might have to 
travel a bit by bike, but it’s more than worth it! 
 
Don’t forget your head: 
 

 
 
Since some activities are dependent on the weather we can’t say for sure on which day we 
are going to do what. The week prior to the camp we will have the final schedule but we 
already want to send you all the available information in advance. Preparation is key ;) 
 
At all times we need kids to come by bike, since we will be traveling to other locations as 
well. A tip might be to come by bike on Monday and leave the bike here in case you want to 
pick up your kid by car. 
 
We have added this packing list in a pdf file as well so you guys can print it and use it. 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Check list parents summer camp

Item Monday 22/08/2022 Got it! Tuesday 23/08/2022 Got it! Wednesday 24/08/2022 Got it! Thursday 25/08/2022 Got it! Friday 26/08/2022 Got it!

Hat
Water bottle

Sunscreen
Extra pair of socks

Extra shirt
Extra pair of long pants

Jacket
Sport clothes

Pair of regular sporting shoes
Climbing shoes If your kid has its own pair of 

shoes make sure to bring them. 
If your kids gets their new pair 
of shoes at Be Boulder there is 
nothing to pack ;)

Toothbrush
Toothpaste

Pillow
Sleeping bag

Pyjama
Sport shoes without a heavy 

profile for tennis. These might 
of course be the same as the 

regular sport shoes :)

For the next 3 items we suggest 
to bring them on Monday in a 
bag marked with the name of 
your kid. This because we dont 
know for sure when some 
activities will take place 
depending on the weather.

Swimsuit
Towel



Make sure to share important information about your kid: 
 
For us at Be Boulder, but even more important for your kid, we would like to know anything 
that might be of importance to secure the safety of your kid. For example, your kid might 
have allergies, dietary restrictions or have some physical limitations. Even if it concerns 
certain anxieties we would love to know to make sure your kid is as happy as can be J 
 
Also, an important thing to let us know is the shoe size of your kid in case they don’t have 
their own pair of climbing shoes. 
 
Rules & Regulations: 
 

- Kids should at all times listen to the instructions given by the supervisors 
- We need the kids to stay as a group at all times to maintain safety  
- Everything else that is of importance will be explained upon arrival 

 
Safety first: 
 

- Be Boulder has teachers who are all qualified and in the possession of a VOG 
(declaration of behavior)  

- At all times there are at least 3 people who have got their BHV (company emergency 
response degree)  

- We will make sure that there will be at least one supervisor/teacher for every 10 
kids. This way we can keep track of everyone and everything 

- When we go to a different location we will have to make a bike ride. To make sure 
that the trip goes smooth and safe we maintain a strict structure. In the front we will 
have one supervisor leading the way, behind him or her there will be 10 kids in pairs 
of 2, then again a supervisor and so forth 

- Sebas van Heusden (owner of Be Boulder) will be the person to contact if there is 
anything you want to discuss à 0651539425 available from 8:00 till 19:00 during the 
whole camp week 

- As a parent make sure to give us all the necessary information so we can reach you 
when needed à phone numbers (additional numbers from relatives?) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Costs: 
 

- For kids who have their own pair of climbing shoes we ask   € 450 
- For kids who don’t have their own pair of climbing shoes we ask  € 500 * 

 
*The amount of € 50 will be charged for the shoes. This is the price we pay for the shoes as 
Be Boulder. We don’t make any money on them! And you get to keep them J 
 
What you are paying for: 
 

- Activities for 4 days 
- Boulder lessons 3,5 hours a day 
- One day of sleepover on Thursday 
- Food à snacks, lunch, dinner (Thursday) and breakfast (Friday) 
- Drinks à during the day lemonade and for lunch/dinner/breakfast a lot of other 

options 
- Materials for the activities and games 
- Materials for safety à reflecting jackets for cycling and extra medical kits  
- Prizes for the competition (of course every kid will get a prize) 
- 5x extra personnel (next to the 2 teachers who we have for the lessons) for 8 hours a 

day during 4 days and the whole day on Thursday (for the sleep over) 
- (Quality climbing shoes if your kid doesn’t have its own pair) 

 
Last but not least, if there is anything you would like to know more than what is mentioned 
in the information above, feel free to contact us at info@beboulder.nl 
 
So….after giving you all this information, the only thing left to say is that we can’t wait to 
make this summer camp a great success and that we hope to welcome your kid with a big 
smile!!  
 
 
 


